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Study Summary 

Search and Politics ‘08 is the Rimm-Kaufman Group’s second study of paid search 

advertising in the U.S. electoral process.  With the 2008 presidential elections now one 

year away, Search and Politics ‘08 analyzes ten months of longitudinal data on the use 

of paid search advertising by presidential hopefuls. Key findings include: 

• Less than half of 2008 presidential contenders are using paid search 

advertising.  While businesses, including those selling candidate merchandise, 

have discovered the effectiveness of paid search, most candidates have not.  

Less than half (44%) of the major presidential campaigns ran search advertising 

on Google and Yahoo in October.  This is remarkably low, given the significant 

reach and attractive cost of paid search. 
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• More Republicans are using paid search advertising than Democrats.  5 of 

the 8 major Republican candidates are running ads, versus 2 of the 8 major 

Democratic candidates.  

• Republicans are using paid search more heavily than Democrats. Over the 

last ten months, Republican candidates have run more than 3 times as many ads 

as Democrats. 

• Businesses are using political search advertising far more than the 

campaigns themselves.  Interest & opinion sites, business sites, and news & 

information sites account for the lion’s share of advertising activity on candidate 

names (81%).  A small minority of advertising on candidate names (14%) is by 

the candidates themselves. 

• Google (YouTube) is a major advertiser on political queries.  YouTube, 

Google’s video sharing site, is the most prevalent advertiser in our study, 

occurring on 11.5% of political queries over the period.  

• The pre-election advertising ramp-up has yet to begin.  Political pay-per-click 

advertising volume peaked in July and has actually declined since.   

• The inevitable mud-slinging has yet to begin.  Negative advertising is virtually 

non-existent, with only 0.11% of the searches (27 out of 25,610) in the study 

returning negative messages. 

• Political campaigns lack sophistication as paid search advertisers. 

Presidential campaigns are not yet using the best practices for search 

advertising, techniques widely used by online retailers.  The sophistication of the 
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typical presidential campaign resembles the state of search in online retailing five 

years ago. 

Method 

Starting in February, 2007, we performed searches on Google and Yahoo for the names 

of major presidential contenders (Screenshot 1). To determine this list of candidates we 

looked at the list of announced candidates and added likely entrants.  The candidate 

names we monitored were (in alphabetical order): Al Gore, Barack Obama, Bill 

Richardson, Christopher Dodd, Chuck Hagel, Dennis Kucinich, Duncan Hunter, Fred 

Thompson, Hillary Clinton, Jim Gilmore, Joe Biden, John Cox, John Edwards, John 

McCain, Michael Charles Smith, Mike Gravel, Mike Huckabee, Mitt Romney, Newt 

Gingrich, Ron Paul, Rudy Giuliani, Sam Brownback, Tom Tancredo, Tom Vilsack, and 

Tommy Thompson. For each search, we recorded the first page of paid search 

advertisements running for that query on that engine at that date and time.  Our study 

database contains date/time stamp, search query, ad title, ad copy, display URL, and 

destination URL. This report focuses on the major candidates who are still active as of 

November 1, 2007 (Table 1).   

In October, 2007, we extended our study to include significant campaign issues.  We 

used coverage in major news outlets to determine these issues.  Alphabetically, these 

terms are abortion, alternative energy, gay marriage, health care, illegal immigration, 

Iraq war, national debt, national security, no child left behind, school choice, taxes, and 

war on terror (Table 2). 
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We performed our searches at random times across the day from IP addresses in 

Virginia. Throughout the study, we categorized advertisers by type (Table 3) and 

assessed ad copy for negative messages (Table 5). 

Through the first week of November 2007, our study sample of candidate name ads 

consists of 6,700 total queries yielding 22,476 paid search ads (February 2007 to 

present). The average query on candidate names returned 3.4 ads on the first page of 

results. The issues sample consists of 540 queries yielding 3,134 ads, an average of 

5.8 ads per page (October 2007 to present).  We plan on continuing our analyses up to 

and through the November 2008 presidential elections. 

Study Limitations 

For this 10-month study, we performed all searches from IP addresses in Virginia. As a 

result, the study does not capture geo-targeted ads by candidates in key states such as 

Iowa and New Hampshire.  Spot checks of ads in these states using the Google’s Ad 

Preview Tool (https://adwords.google.com/select/AdTargetingPreviewTool) revealed no 

geo-targeting of local ads.  However, these checks were not comprehensive, and we 

could have missed low-volume local ads.  We also did not consider study smaller 

search engines (Microsoft, Ask, AOL, etc). We do not believe either limitation materially 

biases our findings.   
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Why Analyze Political Paid Search Advertising? 

Today, search is ubiquitous.  79% of US adults use the internet, with over 90% of online 

users reporting they use search engines to find information (Harris, Pew).  Data from 

Google Trends (http://www.google.com/trends) shows that people are frequently 

searching on candidate names. While Google Trends does not provide absolute search 

volumes, we can compare candidate searches (for example Clinton, Obama) with 

known high-volume searches (for example Bush).  Google Trends suggests there is 

significant search traffic on candidate names: there are two-thirds the searches on on 

Clinton as on Bush (Screenshot 2). 

Search is effective.  Businesses will spend over $8 billion in pay-per-click advertising in 

2007, up 33% from 2006 (IDC). Google alone has over 800,000 advertisers (Piper 

Jaffray).  Despite rising click costs, pay-per-click search is among the least expensive 

methods to acquire new customers (Piper Jaffray).  

Search is engaging.  Unlike TV, search engine users actively request information.  

Search is a “lean-forward” medium, whereas TV is a “lean-back” medium.     

These factors – ubiquity, effectiveness, and engagement – make paid search an ideal 

channel for candidates to reach potential voters to disseminate their political views, 

solicit votes, and raise election contributions.  

In 2006, our firm analyzed the use of paid search advertising in key mid-term US 

Senate races (Google AdWords Paid Search Advertising In Close 2006 US Senate 
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Races, available at www.rimmkaufman.com/election06). That study, which included a 

tightly fought Virginia senatorial race, found that few senatorial campaigns were using 

search effectively.  We predicted that political pay-per-click search would find wide 

adoption heading into the 2008 presidential elections. 

Surprisingly, that earlier prediction now appears wrong. 

Advertising by Candidates 

With the early caucuses and primaries two months away, we were surprised to see that 

several candidates did not run any paid search ads in October.  The Democratic field is 

much less active: only 2 out of 8 candidates ran paid search ads for queries on their 

candidates’ names vs. 5 out of 8 Republicans.  

Here is the breakdown: 

Democrats 

Running ads on: Biden Clinton Dodd Edwards Gravel Kucinich Obama Richardson 

Own Name         
Other         

Issues         

Republicans 

Running ads on: Giuliani Huckabee Hunter McCain Paul Romney Tancredo Thompson 

Own Name         
Other Candidates         

Issues         
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Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the total number of ads run by each of the Democratic and 

Republican candidates.   

Republicans vs. Democrats 

Republicans as a group are more active in paid search than the Democrats, running 

more than 3 times as many ads as the Democrats since February 2007 (see Figure 3).  

Their paid search efforts are more comprehensive.  McCain and Giuliani are the only 

candidates running ads on both their own names, other candidate names, and on key 

campaign issues.  This finding matches our 2006 senatorial study, which found 

Republicans advertising more than Democrats using paid search. 

Who is advertising? 

The candidates themselves account for only 14% of advertising on candidate names. 

(See Figure 4)  We divided advertisers in into 5 categories: Republican candidates, 

Democratic candidates, Interest & Opinion, Business, and News & Information. Most of 

the advertising activity is from interest & opinion sites (31%) and business sites (30%). 

News & information sites rank third at 20%.  (See Figure 5)   

The top 5 advertisers on candidate names are the video-sharing site YouTube; the 

campaign merchandise sites Café Press and Zazzle; Declare Yourself, a nonpartisan 

group targeting teens; and HumanEvents.com, a conservative site.  McCain, Romney, 

and Giuliani are the highest-ranking candidates at 7th, 8th, and 9th on the list (Table 4). 
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Longitudinal View 

Our sample shows strong growth in paid search advertising during the spring and early 

summer when candidates were announcing and starting up their campaigns. Political 

paid search ads gradually declined since June (Figure 6).  We hypothesize that the 

advertising levels reflects the fact that overall interest in the election was low after the 

initial excitement of campaign announcements. We predict advertising will increase as 

the primary season nears.   

Candidates from both parties were advertising actively (Figure 7), but the Democratic 

candidates largely abandoned paid search after April, with minimal advertising since.  

Republicans remained fairly active through August, with some reductions in advertising 

in September. Republican activity moved upward again in October, possibly 

foreshadowing more aggressive advertising in the months to come.  

The data for non-candidate advertisers shows larger fluctuations in weekly volume 

(Figure 8), with interest & opinion sites showing the greatest volatility.   

Advertising on Individual Candidate Names 

We hypothesized that the types of advertising would be fairly similar on each 

candidate’s name. This was not the case. Instead, we found large variations on the type 

of ads running by candidate (Figure 9 and Figure 10).   

• The Republican frontrunners are targeted by their opponents:  37% of ads on 

McCain and 32% on Giuliani are from other candidates, versus 14% overall.  
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• Hillary Clinton is the target of more ads by Republican candidates than 

Democrats. 

• Fred Thompson and John Edwards have a significantly higher percentage of 

business ads than the rest of the field (56 % and 43% respectively, vs. 30% 

overall).  

• Mike Huckabee and Mitt Romney have the highest percentage of ads by 

interest/opinion sites: 31% and 36%, respectively.   

Dental Floss and Cat Food 

To provide context for the level of political advertising on candidate’s names, we 

conducted similar searches on Google and Yahoo for mundane terms:  dental floss, 

postage stamp, cat food, clogged toilet (Screenshot 3). 

In every case, a searcher receives several pages of paid results, corresponding to a 

robust marketplace of business vying for limited ad slots in the ongoing Google and 

Yahoo click auctions. We find it ironic that cat food advertisers are making a greater 

effort to explain their message to the populace than presidential hopefuls. 

Negative vs. Positive 

Happily, through November 2007, advertising copy on paid search terms has been 

either neutral or positive.  Of the 25,610 ads in the database, only 27 were classified as 

negative (0.11%) with no negative ads from the candidates themselves (Table 5). We 
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are encouraged to see almost no use of paid search for mudslinging to date, but sadly 

predict this civility will not last.  

We note that all of the 27 negative ads were run by interest and opinion sites.  Clinton 

was the most frequent target (11 of 27 negative ads), followed by Obama (7 of 27).  No 

other candidate was targeted by more than 3 negative ads.   

Recommendation for Political Search Advertisers 

Many of the advertising techniques used by online retailers could increase the 

effectiveness of political pay-per-click campaigns.  RKG’s 9 Tips For Effective Political 

Paid Search (Appendix A) offers these nine suggestions:  

1. Invest Advertising Dollars On Paid Search. 

2. Advertise On Your Own Name. 

3. Advertise On Issues, And On Your Name + Issues. 

4. Advertise On Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft. 

5. Advertise On Other Candidates’ Names. 

6. Develop Targeted Landing Pages. 

7. Track Impressions, Clicks, Costs, and Conversions. 

8. Use Keywords in Headlines. 

9. Customize Your Display URLs.  

RKG’s 9 Tips For Effective Political Paid Search expands on each of these tips 

(Appendix A). 
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Conclusions 

Fewer than half of 2008 presidential campaigns are using paid search, and none appear 

to be using it effectively.  After observing similar trends during the 2006 mid-term U.S. 

Senatorial elections, we anticipated broad and sophisticated adoption of paid search in 

2007, in preparation for the 2008 U.S. Presidential election.  This does not seem to 

have occurred.  

Political parties have a tremendous opportunity to use paid search to influence the 

national discussion of candidates and issues.  While the paid search ads themselves 

are brief, they allow users click though to a candidate’s site for deeper research on 

issues.  In contrast to the 30 second TV spot, search ads offer the potential for a more 

informed electorate. Further, paid search remains quite inexpensive compared with 

other forms of mass media.  Paid search is highly testable, scalable, and trackable – all 

attractive features to campaign marketing staff.  

We will continue to monitor the use of paid search by political campaigns up to and 

through the 2008 elections.  We close Search and Politics ‘08 with four predictions:  

• Paid search usage by the presidential campaigns will spike upwards as we 

approach the primaries. 

• Negative attack ads, many quite vicious, will increase as we approach the 

summer. 

• Political action committees will use paid search more aggressively and creatively 

than the campaigns themselves. 
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• The level of sophistication of paid search among political advertisers (tracking, 

messaging, bid management) will lag far behind the expertise of online retailers.  

This gap will persist until the 2012 presidential campaign.  
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Appendix A: RKG’s 9 Tips For Effective Political Paid Search 

1. Spend Advertising Dollars On Paid Search. 

Invest sufficient advertising budget in paid search.  For every $100K in spent on 

television advertising, allocate $5K for paid search marketing.   

2. Advertise On Your Own Name. 

By advertising on your own candidate’s name, you can ensure voters see your message 

when searching for your candidate.  You should bid to control the first position on the 

page.  Review ad copy weekly, then daily as the election approaches. Keep your 

message aligned with the news cycle.  Provide the search engines multiple copy 

versions, instructing the engines to serve the ad with the greatest click-through rate.  

Include common misspellings: Hilary, Kusinich, Guliani etc.  

3. Advertise On Issues, And On Your Name + Issues. 

Advertise your candidate on searches for specific issues of interest to voters (for 

example: abortion, Iraq war, illegal immigration, tax reform).  Run ads on search queries 

which contain both your candidate’s name and these specific issues (for example: 

Giuliani and abortion, Clinton Immigration).  A campaign must always advertise on key 

issue – candidate terms. The internet is full of competing candidates, opposing 

interests, and misinformation.  Via advertising, voters who would otherwise reach a 

page deleterious to the candidates’ interests may instead reach your site.  Craft specific 

hard-hitting ad headlines targeted for each issue. Include common misspellings. 
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4. Advertise On Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft. 

Buy as many clicks as you can on all the search engines which meet your cost per 

conversion or cost per impression goals.  As a rule of thumb, allocate 70% of your paid 

search budget to Google, 20% to Yahoo, and 10% to Microsoft. 

5. Advertise On Other Candidates’ Names. 

You should also advertise on the names of competing candidates in the race, especially 

those in your same party.  These ads do not have to be negative or attack the other 

candidate.   Rather, they should encourage searchers to visit your website with the 

promise that your candidate is a better choice.  For example, liberal (or conservative) 

voters seeking a liberal (or conservative) website could click on an ad to learn more 

about a more centrist candidate, if that searcher encountered an ad with a compelling 

headline and ad copy. 

6. Choose Good Landing Pages. 

You must bring search traffic into relevant targeted landing pages on your site.  You 

should not land search traffic on donation pages (unless the search term specifically 

mentions donations).  Most searchers seek information, rather than fundraising pitches.  

Searches on a candidate’s name should land on either the campaign’s homepage, or 

(better) a brief outline of the reason searchers should vote for your candidate. Searches 

on specific issues, or a candidate’s name + an issue, should land on a dedicated page 

outlining your candidate’s position on that issue.  Searches on opponent’s names 
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should land on dedicated pages comparing your candidate to that alternative, 

suggesting why your candidate is a better choice for voters. 

7. Track Impressions, Clicks, Costs, and Conversions. 

Most site visitors are seeking information.  Nonetheless, adopt a direct marketing 

perspective for purchasing paid search.  Strive to get your visitors to complete an 

action.  “Conversion events” could include requesting more information, providing an 

email address, signing up to volunteer, and/or donating money.  Use web analytics tools 

to track the number of visitors who complete each action.  Compare the number of 

conversions to the cost of the advertising which drove their visits.  There are both free 

and paid tools available for this tracking. Optimize your pay-per-click ads, increasing 

bids on those which drive good volumes of desired actions at favorable costs. 

8. Use Keywords in PPC Ad Headlines 

The engines present words in the ad text which match words in the search query in 

bold.  This bolding makes the matched terms more visible, increasing click-through 

rates and lowering your cost.  For example, a search for Immigration Clinton should 

include both “Clinton” and “Immigration” in the headline. 
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9. Customize Your Display URLs. 

To increase relevance and click-through rates, match your display URL to the query. 

The domain itself must be valid, but you may append a subdirectory to indicate the 

searcher will reach a targeted landing page.  For example, for a search on Hillary 

Clinton Iraq, the Clinton campaign could use a display targeted display URL such as 

www.HillaryClinton.com/IraqWar  
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Appendix B: Tables 

Table 1 - Candidates Tracked in Study 

Democratic Candidates Republican Candidates 

Joe Biden Duncan Hunter 

Hilary Clinton Rudi Giuliani 

Christopher Dodd Mike Huckabee 

John Edwards John McCain 

Mike Gravel Ron Paul 

Dennis Kucinich Mitt Romney 

Barak Obama Tom Tancredo 

Bill Richardson Fred Thompson 

Table 2 - Issues Tracked 

abortion 

alternative energy 

gay marriage 

health care 

illegal immigration 

Iraq war 

national debt 

national security 

no child left behind 

school choice 

taxes 

war on terror 
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Table 3 - Advertiser Types 

Type Definition 

Republican Destination URL in ads points to the candidate’s own site 

Democratic Destination URL in ads points to the candidate’s own site 

interest & opinion Sites with a specific perspective and/or interest in the campaign 

business Sites selling something (usually, but not always campaign-

news &information Sites providing information on the campaign 

Table 4 - Top 25 Advertisers 

Site # of Ads 

www.youtube.com 2956 

www.CafePress.com 1796 

www.DeclareYourself.com 1156 

www.Zazzle.com 1035 

www.HumanEvents.com 879 

www.newsmax.com 723 

JohnMcCain.com 715 

MittRomney.com 666 

www.joinrudy2008.com 528 

www.GenerationEngage.org 516 

barackobama.com 423 

www.GOP.com 348 
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Site # of Ads 

www.DemocraticStuff.com 325 

www.ConservativeBookClub.com 309 

www.indecision2008.com 300 

www.BeatBushGear.com 275 

OpenSecrets.org 235 

one.org/blog 230 

www.buttonsonline.com/2008 229 

EaglesTalent.com/James-

Gilmore 220 

WinningTheFuture.net 217 

Help.Plant-Trees.org 209 

NRSC.org 194 

Eons.com 181 

www.cafepress.com/ovaloffice08 176 

Table 5 - Negative Ad URLs and Copy 

Advertising Site URL Keyword Ad Copy 

ConservativesAgainstBrownback.com Ron Paul 

Say No To Sam Brownback Stand with real conservatives 

Speak out against Brownback 

ConservativesAgainstRomney.com Mitt Romney 

Say No to Mitt Romney Stand with Real Conservatives Speak 

out Against Mitt Romney 
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Advertising Site URL Keyword Ad Copy 

ConservativesAgainstRudy.com Rudy Giuliani 

Say No to Rudy Giuliani Stand With Real Conservatives 

Speak Out Against Rudy Giuliani 

HillaryClintonStinks.com Hillary Clinton 

Hillary Clinton Stinks Free forums. Discuss your opinion. 

What do you think? Talk about her. 

I-Hate-Hillary.com Rudy Giuliani 

Hillary Clinton Exposed Blogs, news, expert editorials... and 

maybe a t-shirt or two 

I-Hate-Hillary.com Hillary Clinton 

Anti-Hillary Gear Speak your mind in style - unique T-shirts, 

hats, buttons and more 

nomorebushclinton.com Hillary Clinton 

No More BUSHCLINTON Twenty Years Is Enough! No 

Monarchy In America 

rudyrevealed.com Rudy Giuliani 

Mayor Rudy Exposed Learn the truth about the "hero of 911". 

It just may shock you. 

www.cavemantheory.com Hillary Clinton Hillary for President What if She Wins? Remember the Alamo 

www.cbn.com/cbnnews/ Mitt Romney 

Mitt Romney Exposed Says No to Prayer in Schools. He Also 

Supported Abortion. Get Facts. 

www.chickaboomer.blogspot.com Hillary Clinton 

Hillary Shows Boobs To Prove She's A Woman and Feminine 

Plunging Necklines Soften Image? 

www.defeathillaryshirts.com Hillary Clinton 

Defeat Hillary Shirts Show the world you don't like Hillary or 

socialism. 

www.drummajorinstitute.org Tom Tancredo 

Tancredo Earns An "F" View Rep. Tom Tancredo's middle-

class voting record here 

www.drummajorinstitute.org Duncan Hunter 

Hunter Earns An "F" View Rep. Duncan Hunter 's middle-

class voting record here 

www.drummajorinstitute.org Barack Obama 

Obama Earns A "C" View Senator Barack Obama 's middle-

class voting record here 

www.drummajorinstitute.org Ron Paul 

Paul Earns An "F" View Rep. Ron Paul's middle-class voting 

record here 
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Advertising Site URL Keyword Ad Copy 

www.HumanEvents.com rack Obama 

Barack Obama Exposed A Free special report on the real 

Barack Obama - get your copy today! 

www.HumanEvents.com Barack Obama 

Say No to Obama in 08 " Barack Obama Exposed" - a FREE 

special report from Human Events 

www.HumanEvents.com Barack Obama 

Barack Obama Exposed The truth behind the canditate - a 

Free special report by Human Events 

www.HumanEvents.com Barack Obama 

The Real Barack Obama " Barack Obama Exposed" - a 

FREE special report from Human Events 

www.HumanEvents.com Barack Obama 

Barack Obama Exposed Check out this FREE special report 

revealing the real Barack Obama ! 

www.HumanEvents.com Barack Obama 

The Real Barack Obama The truth behind the canditate - " 

Barack Obama Exposed" - FREE! 

www.newsmax.com Hillary Clinton 

Hillary Must Be Stopped Make your voice heard against her. 

Vote now in this urgent poll. 

www.NOHillaryForPresident.com/ Hillary Clinton 

NO Hillary For President Discuss Hillary Rodham Clinton 's 

Chances For President In 2008. 

www.NOHillaryForPresident.com/ Hillary Clinton 

Stop Hillary In 2008 Discuss Hillary Rodham Clinton 's 

Chances For President In 2008. 

www.stophillarypac.com Hillary Clinton 

Stop Hillary Put A Stop To Hillary Running for President of 

the USA 

www.stophillarypac.com Hillary Clinton 

Stop Hillary Clinton Learn More About How You Can Help 

Stop Hillary 
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Appendix C:  Figures 

Figure 1- Number of Ads February – October: Democratic Candidates 

 

Figure 2 - Number of Ads February – October: Republican Candidates 
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Figure 3 - Total Ads by Party, February-October 2007 

 

Figure 4- % of Ads on Candidate Names by Advertiser Type 
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Figure 5 - Number of Ads by Advertiser Type, February-October 2007 

 

Figure 6 - Ads/Week on Candidate Names 
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Figure 7 - Number of Candidate Ads/Week by Party 

 

 

Figure 8 - Number of Non-Candidates Ads/Week by Advertiser Type 
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Figure 9 - Leading Democratic Candidates by Advertiser Type 
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Figure 10 – Leading Republican Candidates by Advertiser Type 
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Appendix D:  Screenshots 

Screenshot 1 – Sample Google Paid Search Results, “Hillary Clinton” 
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Screenshot 2 – Google Trends Results:  Relative Search Volume for Clinton, Bush, 

Obama, McCain, and Giuliani 

” 
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Screenshot 3 – Significant PPC Competition Even On Mundane Queries 
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About The Rimm-Kaufman Group 

The Rimm-Kaufman Group, LLC is an online agency based in Charlottesville, Virginia.  

We help major online retailers run large-scale pay-per-click search campaigns effectively.  

We provide web effectiveness consulting to help advertisers better convert their search traffic.  

Reach us online at www.rimmkaufman.com, or call us at 434.970.1010. 
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